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A Linear Logic [6] provides a refinement of functional progammin 
implementation technique, with the followin features: 
0 a synthesis of strict and lazy evaluation, 
@ a clean semantics of side effects, 

Let us consider some questions arising in the area of functional programming. 

Update 
Pure functional programming is elegant but not very efficient. Usually, references 

are added to zrency of the semantics is 
lost. In LISP, you do not need references to modify data. For example, the “function” 
nconc (physical concatenation of lists, Pig. 1) replaces the final nil of its first argument 
with its second one. By the way, it alters all data sharing the last cell of its first 
argument. 

Fig. 1. nconc 
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Is it possible to inte te those impure functions (that alter or 
arguments) into a declarative style? 

Free cons 
In some LISP dialects, the free list is accessible to the user so that your ca 
anage your garbage llection yourself. Sometimes, it is clear that data are no 

longer useful, and it is reasonable to salvage space, but in general, you may be 
easily mistaken, with unfortunate conseque 

Is it possible to ensure that data will not be used later on? 

ess 
ere are two main evaluation mechanisms of functional languages. The strict 

one (call by value) is often more efficient, but the &zzy one (call by need) allows 

mix strictness and li&ness harmoniously? 

You may tackle all these problems by means of ad hoc analysis tools, but they 
become very intricate when you all order functions. 

pose is a typed calcu g those “implementation details” into 
g this, we leave the area of functional programming, bringing in: 

programming languages (linear lallgtcoges) 
n technique (Linear Abstract Machine). 

The underlying logic is the Intuitionistic Linear Logic of J.Y. Girard, as Intuitionis- 
tic Logic is the underlying logic of functional programming (Curry-Howard para- 
d&n). Linear Logic [d] seems to answer many significant questions in computer 
science (see [5] for example). 

Since Linear Logic may be unfamiliar to the reader, we give a short introduction 
to it (Sections 1 to 3). Then we present the Linear Abstract Machine, main subject 

ons 4 and 5), and we a positive answer to the previous 
(Section 6). Linear h-Calculus (S vides the basis of a program- 
uage that can be implemented on th achine. Quotations and 

etails are carried over to appen 
This paper is an extended version of [7]. 
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Structural rules are: exchange, identity (us ally considered as an axiom, it an 
be restricted to atomic formulas), cut, contraction and weakenin . The m& property 

of Sequent Calculus is the cut elimination theorem (Hauptsatz): in t 
sequent D-A, the cut rule can be eliminated. 

auptsatz, one deduces consiste be proved) and the 
petty (every provable sequent as a proof that con- 
rmulas of A,, . . . , A, and B). 

If you forget the rules for the conjunction, you may hesitate between the followin 
ones: 

They are equivalent because you derive the second from the first: 

I-t-A IbB 
r’rt-AAB 

. . . and 

I 

. 

. 

(contractions) 
. 
. 

the first from the second: 
II-A AI-B 

. 

(weakinings) 

. 

(w eakinings) 
. 
. 

r, At-A r, At-B 

Note that a similar phenomenon happens with T, which can be characterized by 
one of the following rules: 

E or b-T 

1.2. Girard Sequent Calculus 

If we remove contraction and weakening from Sequent Calculus, the previous 
rules are no longer equivalent, and correspond to distinct connectors. 

We obtain Girard Sequent Calculus for Intuitionistic Linear Logic. The connectors 
are 0 (tensor product (linear implication), 
t (direct unit), 0 (dire 

(no contraction) (no weakening) 

’ In Classical Linear Logic [a], there is another disjunction (the tensor sum). 
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ical rules: 

r,A,A-BW 

rl-A IT-B &AI-C r,BkC 
rEA&B r,ALBb-C r,A&BW FE 

&A n-B r,AkC r,Bw 
r+A@ B &A@ B r,A@Bs-C r,okA 

ent Calculus, a sequent A,, . . . , A,+B means that B is a con- 
. l A A,. Here, it means that B is a consequence of A,@* l @A,,. 

(Haupsatz for Intuitionistic Linear Logic). In the proof of any sequent 
n-4 the cut rule can be eliminated 

e demonstration is similar to Gentzen’s one, and even simpler because of the 
ce of contraction and weakening. 

1.3. Examples of pmofs 

m now on, lirrear means linear intuitionistic 
forward translation from linear formulas to intuitionistic ones, 

to A (conjunction); 1 and t to T (true); - to _ (implica:ior$; 
8 to v (disjunction) and 

If a linear formula is provable, its translation is a provable intuitionistic formus*u. 
For example, the linear formula (A& B) - A (where A and B are atomic formulas) 
admits the following proof: 

f course, its translation 
linear formula ( 

is provable. But the converse is false: The 
able although its translation (A A B)* A is 

is not provable. cut free proof of t- ( 

ossible to deduce 
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have the followin 

and are provable. Of course, it is not true 
easy to build a cut-free proof in 

A, Bt-A@ B A, CI-ABC 

A, B+WB)@(A@C) 
A, B@+(A@B)@(A@C) 

1.4. Cliassical Linear Logic 

In [6], you will not find Intuitionistic but Classical Linear Logic. At first sight, 
Classical Linear Logic is to Intuitionistic Linear Logic what Classical Logic is to 
Intuitionistic Logic. For example, you have negation as a primitive connector, and 
the excluded middle law. However, Classical Linear Logic is mnstructive whereas 
Classical Logic is not! 

We are now convinced that Classical Linear Logic is the most promising direction, 
but the intuitionistic case is probably more accessible and it was the first imple- 
mented. 

2. Categorical Combiaatory 

2.1. l%e intuitionistic case 

Categorical Combinatory Logic (Appendi 
presentation of Intuitionistic Logic. 
resentation of a proof of A k B (one fo 
Combinatory Logic is more elementary 
implementation is shown in [l, 161. 

2.2. Linear combinators 

The linear corn 
oidal closed categories with finite products an 

ositors: 
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Parallel c 

Arrange combinators: 

in&A-l@A:deIl ex&:A@BoB@A:exch 

These combinators are invertible (we write Q : A - B : t) for 9 : A + B and $ : B + A). 
lefi), (associate right), ins1 (insert left), 

Logical combinators: 

qxABB-*C 
&p):A-* B+X app:(A-B)@A+ B 

qxA+ B #:A+C 
(q+ $):A+ B&C fst:A& B+A ssd:A&B+B ():A-*t 

qxA+C #:B+C 
inl:A+A@B inr:B+A@B {&}:A@B+ C (}:O+A 

2,I. ‘Ihe two systems (Sequent Calculus and Categorical Combinatory 
are equivalent: For e combinator A+ B there is a proof of AkB, and for 

eve9proofofA,,..., A&B there is a combinator A,@* l @A, + B. 

The proof is almost straightforward, the only problematic rules being 

I’, AI-C r, BkC 
I-, A@ B+C r, III-A 

ut you can use tke linear implication to send r to the right side. 
For example, the proof of A@(B8C)k(AOB)@(A@C) corresponds to the 

following combinator: 

ut the pnHiucts 

r example, it allows 
hat @ has a closure 
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It is possible to define recursive 
concrete data types of 

data types as in the intuitionistic case (e. 

aata types 

We have the usual equation definin the type of natural numbers: 

This is clearly enough in a programming language where general recursive p 
are allowed. But for a logical system, we need an explicit primitive iteration operator, 
and Nat is characterized by the following rules: 

p:l+A #:A+A 
zero: 1 +Nat succ: Nat-, Nat iter(qp, $):Nat+A 

The reader may find explicit rules for the following inductive data types: 

Lii(A) = l@(A@Lii(A)), 

BinaryTree = A91@(BinaryTree(A)@ 

3.2. Of course!’ 

If you replace @ by & in the previous equations, you obtain the (dual) notion of 
projective data type. The modality !A (read “of course A”) may be characterized 
by the following equation: 

!A is a free coalgebra over A: 

The corresponding rules are 

read: !A+A 

The modality is exactly what we need to ret 

itio vefyqx!A+ can be lifted to a corn (Q): !A+ ! 

oreover, we have the following proposition. 

ets t0 tensor products: 
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To prove this proposition, we have to construct the follo inators: 

The constructions are detailed in Ap~ndix E. 

3.3. intuitionistic Logic recovered 

With the modality of course, it is possible to recover the expressive power of 
Intuition&tic Logic. More precisely, we have an embedding of Intuition&tic Logic 
into Linear Logic. Hence, the linear connectors appear as more primitive than the 
intuitionistic ones, 

The embedding maps an intuitionistic formula A to a linear one IAI: 
IAl = A when A is an atomic formula; 
~AAB[=IAI&IBI and lTl=t; 
lA3B)=!1A!-9IB1; 
IAvBJ=!IA~WIBI and IL~=o. 

3.3. An intuitionistic form& A is provable (in Categorical Combinatory 
Logic) ifand only ifits transhion IAI is provable (in Linear Categorical Combinatory 
Logic). 

To prove that A is provable when IAl is provable, we simply extend the translation 
of Subsection 1.3 (!A has the same interpretation as A). 

For the opposite, we need the following lemma. 

. For every categorical combinator q : A + B, there is a linear one 1~1: !IAI + 

rward induction using Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. For 
s 1~1: !IAI+ISl, and 9: B+C gives I+l:!l~l+I~l, then 

=1+iift(lq$: !IAl+Icl. 
orem 3.3 means that Linear Logic with the modality has the power of Intuition- 

istic Logic. As a consequence, functional languages are implementable on the Linear 
achine (Section 5). owever, this implementation is not realistic because 

of the translation from categorical combinators to linear ones, which generates huge 
code. 

Zes for the modality 

dere 
s: 

ality as a new connector characterized by the 
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!I’ represents a sequence !A*, . . . , ! in the last rule, which has apparently no 
nice translation into Categorical Combinators. the way, our rules 
be expressed in Sequent Calculus, but our mo ty is stronger (Gi 
derivable). Moreover, we do not introduce new concepts (modu#o recursion, th 
modality is definable from direct and tensor product). We can say thrrt our modality 
is an implementation of Girard’s one. 

ry of execution 

4.1. Atomic and primitive co 

We start from a given graph are called atomic types and whose 
arrows are called atomic combin example, the atomic types may be the 

s, and the atomic combinators the basic actions of robots controlled by our 
computer. 

A tensor product of atomic types is called a primitive type and a (sequential and 
parallel) composition of arrange and atomic combinators is called a primitiue 
comihator (see Section 2). Clearly, domains and codomains of primitive com- 
binators are primitive types. The effects of programs will be primitive combinators. 

4.2. Canonical combinators 

For every type A, we single out a class of combinators p: X + A (where X varies 
over primitive types) that we call canonical combinators of type A:* 
@ if A is atomic, the only canonical combinator of type A is 

the canonical combinators of type A@B are the p 0 u : X0 Y -, AQ B where 
~1: X + A and u : Y + B are canonical combinators; 

o the only canonical combinator of type 1 is 1; 
GB for any other type A, the canonical combinators of type A a 

where y : Y + A is a constructor (any combinator of the form 
in!, inr) and p : X + Y is canonical.3 

For example, the canonical nators of type A- 
where Q : YOA-, B, and Y is canonical. 

The data handled by programs will be canonical co 

3. Execution relation 

define an execution relation p 
ere cc, u are canonical a 

e canonical terms of [I§). 
3 This definition is not well founded since Y is not, in general, a subformula of A. It does not matter: 

what is defined inductively is the relation “p is a canonical combinator of type A”. 
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x-y 
a 

This relation will have the following meaning: Q applied to the datum 
p gives the datum v, with the effect a”‘. The ct was not introduced 
deliberately: It comes naturally when you try to define an operational semantics of 
linear combinators. 

The execution relation is defined inductively: 

P -: cc’ v-8 v8 
pQv-~&dQv8 l-;1 

You can easily check the following proposition. 

. VP-f v, then the corresponding square commutes (see Appendix 

cp 
A- 
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ination). For every Q : 
typ?. hre 8s a casu”onical combinator v of 
t!w:r* f&4 -f 84 

is theorem is proved in Appendix v and at are uniquely determined by 
CL. 3incg v %s the result and at the efEect, we m an abuse of notation’, w 
v = Qp acd Q zsz a(pcc. It is then possible to reformulate the execution rules in a ni 
way, far example, 

5. 

The Linear Abstract Machine (LA ) is a cousin of the C&ego&al 
Machine [I]. In particular, it uses the same basic ingredients: code, environment 
and stack. It is a sequential implementation of the execution rules (Section 4). 

5.1. Environment and code 

The environment is a representation of a canonical combinator: 
the canonical combinator y. 0 v is represented by a pair (u, v) (strict pair) and 1 
is represented by ( ); 
the canonical combinator y 0 ~1 is represented by a pair y.u where y is a piece 
of code. 

The code is a list of primitive instructions. Sequential composition becomes concate- 
nation (in opposite order), but parallel composition has to be sequentialized: 

Q 0 # becomes # @ Q (concatenation) and id becomes [ ] (empty list 
@# (=(id@b)o(@id)) becomes [SplitI]@ Q @[Consl;S 
[Consr], and 1 (=id) becomes [I. 

the second component of the envi ent and gets to the first one, 
1 reconstructs the pair. SpIitr and sr are symmetric instructions. 

Of course, the sequence [Co litr] can be abbreviated into a single instruction 
that exchanges the e ronment with the top of the stack. 

For the other combinators, the translation is straightforward: becomes 

(~11, (Q, 49 becomes I 

5.2. Execution 

We can now specify the machine as s 
x::[x,;...; x,] for the list [X ; x,; . . . ; x,]. 

ered as a program takin an input of type A and returning an output 

of type B. On the other hand, the canonical combinators p and v are considered as data of types A and 
B respectively. 





independent terminals. 

5.5. Looping code 

For the modality we do not need s c instructions. Indeed, at the implementa- 
tion level, we have no reason to forbid looping code, so we use the recursive 

Table 4 

instruction environment effect 

ld 

PM[al. W).id 

id 

id 

[3 
a 

U 

Table 5 

instruction environment stack effect 

Split1 

a 

cons1 

idBId 

id 

id 

idOi 

id 
u 

id 

id i 

B B 
i I 

consr 

’ A console, not a terminal object in a category! 



instruction environment effect 

!A = A$(l&(!A 

=sndwnd:!A+!A@!A, 

ere 7t = (p, (E, (7~8 ?r) 0 6)). 

(_3 _, _) is compiled into looping code. 

ere we answer the questions posed in the Introduction. 

forbids us to add instructions for side effects, that is, internal modification 
of data. For example, you can introduce a predefined type of difference lists whose 
objects are represented by a pair of pointers (the head and the end of the list), and 
a primitive instruction for physical concatenation (as nconc). 

n do in functional pro co, but then you expose 
effects since physical lacement may affect other parts 

of the environment. Nothing of the sort will happen here, for a very simple reason: 
there is no sharing! 
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t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
. 

Fig. 2. The Categorical Abstract Machine. 

to salvage a cell after an access. Because there are orphan nodes, it is useful to 
recover all unreachable cells when no free cell is available (garbage collection). 

With the Linear Abstract Machine, the environment is a tree (without shared or 
orphan nodes). More precisely, there is a tree for the register and for each component 
of the stack (Fig. 3). Because there is no shared node, it is safe to salvage a cell 
after an access. Consider the typical example of Splitr (Fig. 4). After the access, 
the cell returns to the paradise of free cons! cess is not the only case: when you 
execute a destructor (A you have to salvage the cell of 
the closure. Because t memory is full only in hopeless 
situations. 

Finally, the Linear Abstract achine is a machine without gslbage collector. In 
other words, garbage co! ection is part of the job of the basic instructions. 

6.3. Evaluation strategy 

Connectors -, &, 8 could be described as lazy, because the corresponding data 
are not evaluated: a constructor (Cur(C), ir( C’, C”), In1 or Inr) builds a closure 
which is evaluated by a destructor (A 

ig. 3. e Linear stract achine. 
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Fig. 4. Linear Abstract Machine working. 

datum of type AdB is a Cur(q).u where 4~ corresponds to a combinator 
XOA-, B and u is the environment of type X: it is a closure. 
A datum of type A&B is a r(qp, q).u where 4p and # correspond to combinators 

and u is the environment of type X. 
A datum of type A@B is a constructor InI or Iur with a datum of type A or B: 
it is the usual representation of coproducts. 

is the type of strict pairs, and A&B is the type of lazy pairs. Of course, 
they correspond to different uses: strict structures are well adapted to permutation 
(e.g., sorting) whereas lazy ones are adapted to access (e.g., menus). In short, 
strictness and laziness coexist harmoniously in the same type system. The evaluation 
strategy ensures that only neces computations are performed. 
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te : variable pattern : variable 
constant 0 

term term 
if term then term e term 

In a closed term, a variable must occur twice: once in a pattern, where it is 
d, and once in the scope of this pattern, The conditional follows a special rule 
the two members of the alternative must share the environment. 

FNex = (x} (X variable), 
Free c = 0 (c constant), 
Free( M, N) = Free Ad v Free N (Fme M and Free N must be disjoint), 
Free(ARM) = Free M\ Free P (Free P must be a subset of Free 

0 Free(MN) = Free M u Frep N (Free M and Fpee N must be di 
Free(if M then N else N’) = Free Mu Free N (Free M and Free N must be dis- 
joint, Free N and Free N’ must be equal). 

For example AU is a correct (closed) term, but Amxx is not (independently of 
typing rules). 

7.2. Typing rules 

The typing rules are essentially the same as for usual A-calculus. You simply 
replace the cartesian product by 03 and arrow by -. The boolean type is l=lQI. 

Xi:AibM:A yj:BjbN:B 
x:At-x:A Xi:Ai,yj:B,E(M, N):A@B l-():1 

Xi:AikP:A Xi : Ai, yj : BjkM : B 
fi:Bj+AI?M:A-B 

xi:Ai+M:A-B yj: Bj+N:A 
Xu : Ai, yj : Bit-MN: B 

t-true: Boo1 t- false : Boo1 

Xi:AikM z-1 yj:Bj+N:A B: Bj+N’:A 

xi : Ai, yj : &-if M then N else N’: A 
It is possible to add rules for the direct product and the direct sum, but it does not 
essentially enriches the calculus since the corresponding constructions can be 
encoded in pure Linear A-Calculus (with conditional and recursion). 

7.3. A programming language 

Pure Linear A-Calculus is far simpler than ure A-Calculus: reduction 

terminates in linear time! Wowever, it is possible to add recursive construction-s to 
ing la e. 
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We recapitulate the panorama of Intuitionistic Linear Logic versus Intuitionistic 
Logic in Table 7. A more detailed study, with implementations is in [ 
now carrying out a similar study for the Classical Linear Logic of 163. 

Table 7 

logic 

structural rules 

connectors 

categorical 
model 

machine 

calculus 

Intuitionistic Logic Intuition&tic Linear Logic 

exchange, identity, cut, contraction, 
weakening 

n,T,*, v,l 

exchange, identity, cut (no contraction, no 
weakening) 

@, 1, -0, &, t, @, 0 (+ modality) 

Cartesian closed category 
(with finite coproducts) 

Categorical Abstract Machine 

&Calculus 

symmetric monoidal closed category 
(with finite products and coproducts) 

Linear Abstract Machine 

Linear .4-Calculus 

AP ix A. Gentzen Sequent Calculus for Intuitionistic Logic 

A sequent Al,. . . s A,+B means that the formula B is a consequence of the 
hypotheses Al,. . . , A,. In the following rules, r and A are sequences of formulas. 
Stnlcmml r&s: 

E (identity), 
rFA 

A9 AFB(cut), 
r, At-B 

Logical rules: 

&A At- I-‘.‘, At-C r, BkC 

r,AkAtiB l-‘,A/\BkC r, “* A Bt-C I-T 
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():A+t 

q:AnB+C 
cur(q):A-, B + C app:(A Zs B)hA+ B 

qxA+C #:B+C 
inl:A+Av B iar: B+Av B {qp(@}:A~ B+C 

{}:l+A 

ic 

C. 1. Terminology 

A symmetric monoidal category is a category % with a bifunctor @ : 97 x % + % 

and an object 1 E % such that 

X0( YQZ)=(XQ Y)QZ, x=10x, XQY=YQX 

= denotes a natural isomorphim. These natural isomorphisms must satisfy the* 
MacLane-Kelly equations (see Appendix C.3). A symmetric monoidal category %? 
is closed if the functor X)--,X@ A has a right adjoint Y-A- Y for every A E %: 

Hom(X@A, Y)=Hom(X,A+Y). 

A categorical model of Linear Logic is just a symmetric monoidal closed category 
(V, @,I, 4) with finite products (&, t) and 

C.2. Some categorical models 

A category with finite products is a symmetric monoidal category; hence, a 
Cartesian closed category with finite coproducts is a cate 
Logic’! We call those model nerate because the 
tensor and direct product. In t, for example, 0 (and 
0 is the disjoint union, and 

6This justifies the translation of Subsection 1.3. 
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more interesting example is the category of modules over a 
e tensor product and X-Y = Y). Here there is no distinction between 

aces is not cartesian close 
model of Linear Logic: X @ Y is the set X x 
sections x - (x, y ) and y - (x, y) continuous. 
is the space of continuous maps X- Y with the poi 

is the usual cartesian product and $) is th 
pror”act are different, but 1 and t are the same. 

Another example is the category of pointed sets: An object is a set with a 
ished element I and a morphism is a function preserving L. The tensor 
of X and Y is X x Y where you identify all pairs containing a 1, and the 

tensor unit is (1, T}. X4 Y is the set (X, Y) with the constant bottom function 
as 1. The direct product is the cartesian product, and the direct sum is the disjoint 
union where you identify the two Us. t and 0 are the same. 

The definitions in Appendix C.1 yield the following equational theory. 
Category axionts: 

(fP”~)ox=qPoMox), idop=tp, pid=p. 

Functoriality of the tensor product: 

(cp O o”)Q~~ O rtrQ) = GPW) O (O’QV), id@id=id:A@B+A@B, 

l=id:l+l. 

Natural@ of arrange binators: 

AQ(BQe) 2 (AQB)QC 

cp@(~@x) 1 = 1 (dw)@x . . . 

A'Q( B'Q C') - (A'Q B')QC' 
I 

Inverse equations : 

= i Q(BQC)+AQ(BQC), 

ebinsl=id:A+A, 
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AQ((BQC)QW 

AQ(BQC)- (AQB)QCCXCB- CQ(A@B) 

1 
id@JttXcb = 

11 

1 

A@(CQB)- ’ (AQC)QB= (CQA)QB 

Closure equations: 

~PP* b&NW = (P * WQH, 

:A-B+A-B. 

Product equations: 

f~*(Q,N=Q, 

(Q,rt)*x=(0*x,9*x), 

()*Q=Q, 

Cyvroduct equations : 

{QltlH * id = Q, 

x * {QM = ix * QIX * a 

Q*{)=Q, 

snd * (Q, 4v = e, 
:A&B+A&B, 

()=id:t+t. 

bM 0 inr = 9% 

:A@B+AQB, 

We use the modality !A when we need an arbitrary number of copies of a datum 
of type ut the rules of Section 3 do not specify t es of the same 

datum. Since Q is not a Cartesian product, we cannot require, 
is the diagonal map. ut things can be expressed in 

way. 
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A type X with two morphisms E : X + 1 and 6 : X + X@X is called a (comm 
tive) co-monoid if it satisfies the following axioms: 

X 
6 

J 
= 

x0x 

(unit) 

XQX = X8X 

-/ 
assl 

XQWQX) b (X8X,49X 

(associativity ) 

Now we can give the correct definition of the modality: !A is the cqfiee co-morkid 
co-generated by A. Hence, the correct rules are 

kill:!A+l dopl: !A + !A@ !A 

( !A, dupl, kill is a co-monoid) 

We add the condition th ((p, q 6) is the only morphism ZF t A + ! B such that 

lb tr = &, dnpb ?r=(w@w)o& 

In the degenerate case (see Appendix C.2), the only co-monoids are the X, e, 6 
where E is the canonical arrow, and 6 is the diagonal. That means th 
models are models of the modality, with !A = A. 

owever the most interesting result is the following categorical version of Theorem 
3.3. 

lity, 
is Q symmetric monoidal closed category with finite products an 

the co- isli category associated to the co-monad ! is Cartesian closed’. 

e proof uses the following result, which is a categorical version of Proposition 
3.2. 

ere -is a canonical isomorphism : !( A&B) s !A@ ! B. 

’ For these notions of monad and KIeisli category, see [14] for example. 
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=e 

bl= iPI : !t + 1, 

c = (!fst@ !snd) 0 dupl: !(A&B) + !A@ !B, 

Qdupl)) : !A@ !B + !(ABtB). 

f of the termin 

We prove T!xwm 5.2. If Q : A + B is a combinator, and % a set of canonical 
combinators of type B, we write pp 4 W when /lo is a canonical combinator of type 
A and there is a VE %! and a primitive combinator a such that ~1 -E u. For every 
formula A, we construct inductively a set O(A) (convergence of A) of canonical 
combinators of type A: 
0 Cv(A) = {id} (A is atomic), 
0 WI) = W, 

C+WW)={~@vl~-QQ, -Cv(B)}, 
~(A~B)={~~~(~)ocL(IP:X~A-) B,(V~EC~(A))&&~)S.CV(B)}, 
WA&B) = {(P, #) 0 cc 1 Q : X + 4 # : X -) 4 QP 4 WA), @p t+ cv@)), 

w3 = I( ) O PI, 

Cv(A@ B) = {ial 0 ~1 p E Cv(A)} u {inr 0 p I p E Cv( B)}, 
cv(0) = 0. 
By induction on combinators, and on canonical combinators, you check successively 

the following lemmas. 

1. For every combinator Q : A + 

(A) is the set of all the canonical combinators of type 

The termination theorem is a consequence of 
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